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lronouns

Using pronouns in broadcasting requires a special discipline to get round the
problem of muddling the listener who can't go back over what has been said:

'Film star Richard Cruise wos inyolved in an ugly scene with fellow actor Tom Gere
outside a Hollywood restaurant today. Cruise called Gere a has-been, and Gere

responded by casting doubt on Cruise's parentage. He said he would sue.'

Is Gere suing Cruise or is Cruise suing Gere? The way around this is to swap the
pronoun for a name:

'Cruise said he would sue.'

'"rnctuolion
Writing for broadcast is writing to be read aloud. Sentences should be broken into
groups of meaning and these should be separated by a visible pause. Semicolons
and colons do not work well because they are visually too similar to the full stop
(period) or comma.

Pauses that are intended to be longer than a coillma can be indicated by the

dash - - hyphen - ellipsis. . . or slash /. The ellipsis or dash (double hyphen) is
perhaps the most effective indicators of pauses because they create more physical
space between words than other forms of punctuation. Each new idea should be

separated by a longer pause, and the best way to indicate this is to begin a new
paragraph.

Capital letters can be used for names or to create emphasis, but if the story is
written entirely in capitals, as is often the case (sic), the emphasis and visual signal
at the start ofthe sentence is lost.

)fie ing

Some people say spelling is irrelevant in broadcasting, but that is not strictly true.
The listener may not know if the wurds are speld gud, but misspelled words can

act like banana skins beneath unwary newsreaders and cause them to stumble
or trip.

Foreign or unfamiliar names can also be a problem. The solution is to spell
them fon-et-ik-lee (phonetically) - as they sound. It is also a good idea to warn
newsreaders of a pronunciation trap by marking the top of the page. They can then
rehearse the troublesome word.

1
ti

'If you're in doubt about how aforeign nanne is pronouncecl - just say it with supreme

confidence - then no-one will dare correct you!'
. LINDA WRAY. NEWSREADER. BBC NORTHERN IRELAND
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Positive

Three ways to write a stronger lead: l. Don't start with there is, a deacl phrase;
2. Placb the erytphalic word(s) of a sentence qt the end (thankyou, Stunk andWhite);
3. When youfind 'after' in your lead. what comes after'after'should usually go before
'after'. 1We hear stories that slart something like this: 'Mayor Filch imposed a 9 p.m.
cutfew on teens after students burned downJones High School.'The big news is that
thekids,bumed down a';chool; sowhat comes after'after) shquW go before:tafter':
'Stidents burned down'Jones Hish'$ehool today,'and Mayor Fiteh imposed a 9 p.m.
curfew on the city's teens.)'

- MERVIN BLOCK. BROADCAST NEWSWRITING COACH,
A{]THOR'WRITING BROADCAST NEWS . SHORTER.

SHARPER, STRONGER' mervinblock.com
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News is about what is happening, so even what is not happening should be expressed
in an active, positive way. 'He did not succeed', becomes 'he failed'; 'He was
asked to move, but didn't' , becomes 'he refused to move'; 'Plans for the hospital
would not go aheadfor the time being' , becomes 'Plansfor the hospital have been
shelyed'.

Double negatives should be unravelled; 'Doctors say it is improbable that
the illness will not prove tetminal,' becomes 'Doctors admit the patient will
probably die'.

ledundoncies

Redundancies are words that serve only to clutter up the copy. They should be
ruthlessly eliminated:

Check out
End restilt
Eye witness
Period o/ a week, etc.

One of the worst offenders is the little word, 'that', which can straddle the middle
of a sentence like a roadblock:

'Rugby, and New Zealand's All Blacks say that they are set to trounce arch-rivals Fiji
in the World Sevens Series.'

Dump 'that'and contract 'they are'. It slips off the tongue much more smoothly:
'The All-Blacks say they're set to trounce . . ,'

Like that, the can also be a pain, To be extreme about them both:

'When asked about the possible strike action, the dockers' leaders said that they
hoped that that would not be necessary.'
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Now read the sentence again and leave out the words in bold.
Every word should earn its place in the copy. Newswriting is too streamlL:-'r;

to carry any passengers. Modifiers such as'very','quite'and'almost'are era;.,,
baggage and should invariably be dumped.

Repelilion

'The obvious is better than the obvious avoidance o.[ it'
_ FOWLER'"S MODERN ENGLISH USAGE

Unnecessary repetition of words can jar the ear and should be avoided, but il - :

alternative can be found, and if it sounds right, then don't be afraid to repeat. )-,;

one has yet come up with a way of avoiding saying 'fire' in a story about a . . . wei- l,

conflagration, without sounding absurd. Common practice is to alternate the w..r-'
'fire' and 'blaze' (if indeed it is big enough to be a 'blaze'l).

Where a proposal is involved, alternatives such as scheme, plan, projec: .r
programme may be used.

Homonyms

Homonyms are words that sound like others with different meanings:

Bare and Bear
Blight and Plight
Might and Might
Ate and Eight
Billion and Million
Fatal and Facial

Mishearing 'facial injuries' for 'fatal injuries' in a story about an accident cc-.ir
cause increased and unnecessary concern for relatives. Usually the context '!,,,,J.

make the meaning of the word clear, but beware of baffling the listener.

Singulor or plurol?

Should it be the Government says or the Government say? Opinions differ r:,:
many newsrooms settle the issue by writing whatever sounds right to the ear. T:*
trouble starts when inconsistencies creep into the copy:

'The Conseryative party says its policies will defend Britain's position in Euro1.,

The Tories want an end to what they describe as "European meddling" in Britaii:
affairs.'

'The Conservative party says', and 'Tories say' may both sound right ir-::-
vidually, but they do not sound right together. Journalists must make up t:.r:
own mind.
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The word 'yesterday'is taboo in broadcasting. Nothing sounds more incon'
gruous than a station with hourly bulletins giving a time reference that harL'
back 24 hours. If 'yesterday' or 'last night' have to be used, they should he

kept out of the opening sentence and buried further down the story.
Similarly, phrases such as 'this morning' ,'this afiernoon' , ot 'this evening' :.:

date copy. So, for inclusion in the 6 o'clock news, the following story would h;" ,

to be rewritten:

'The chieJ prosecutor for the Rwandan genocicle tribunal pledged this morning r,

re-arrest a key suspect ifhe is released . . .'

The phrase 'pledged this morning', which would stand out like a sore thumb :
the evening, would be replaced with the words 'has pledged'. Some news editi:, i

objecttoprolificuseoftheword'today'arguingthatallbroadcastingisaboutnh:: l

happened today, so the word is redundant and can be omitted. 
i

Similarly, exact times, such as, 'at seven minutes past twelve' should be rounc;:
off to, 'just aftermidday', and specific times shouldbe used only if they are essenlr;
to the story or heighten the immediacy of the coverage:

'News just in . . . the President of Sri Lanka has been assassinated in a suicide bont:
attack. The bomber struck within the past few minutes at the head of the Mal'dr
parade in Colombo . . .'

For those listening in the small hours of the morning, references to events 'J';,;':

night' can be confusing, and should be replaced with'overnight' or'during:'"',
night'.

Time references have to be handled even more carefully when a station is bro.--
casting over several time zones. Canada, for example, spans seven such zones. , -

avoid confusion over their copy, news agencies that file stories over a wide a:-,
usually include the day of the week in brackets.

Active

News is about movement, change and action. Yet too often newswriting is redu;;:
to the passive voice - instead of actions that produce change, we hear of chans;,,

that have occurred as a result of actions. 'The car smashed into the brickvo"
becomes the limp and soft-cented, 'the brick wall was smashed into by the ca'

Hickory Dickory Dock Hickory Dickory Dock
The clock was run up by the mouse The mouse ran up the clock
One o'clock was struck
Down the mouse ran
Hickory Dickory Dock

The clock struck one

The mouse ran down
Hickory Dickory Dock

The passive version on the left could be said to be lacking something of the sn,:

of the original. The active voice is tighter, crisper and more concrete.
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Abbreviolions

Figures

Proof reoding

Abbreviations generally make sense to the eye, but not to the ear. All but the mo*corlmon, such as Mr and Mrs and USA, should be avoided.

T;::::l:f ":.'.,^1r:::lT$^o11n",red out unress rhey are commonryby their initials, such as the BBC. NLr.. "." ;;;;;;;# #;'J:'JJ#would trave to translate, such as C-in-C for Comander in Ctrief- Tt.re newsre
may be thrown for a second or get them wrong.

Some stations require abbreviations to be hyphenated,
A-N-C, unless they form recognizable words (acronyms),
left intact, for example NATO orAIDS.

for example P-T-,

when they should

Nothing clutters copy quicker or confuses the ear more than a collection of fig
Even a short figure on a piece of paper can take a surprisingly long time to
aloud.

A single story should contain as few figures as possible, and within the

of accuracy numbers should always by rounded up or down to make them
to take in: for 246,326, write 'almost 250,000' or, even better, 'nearly a quafler
a million.'

Broadcast stations vary in their approach to figures, but whatever the

style, clarity is the aim, for the sake of the newsreader as well as the listener.
the temptation to use 'a million' instead of 'one million', as listeners could
confuse it for 8 million. 'Billion'should also be avoided at this means di

things in different countries. Refer to so many thousands of millions instead.

Copy should always be read out loud, to check for the sense and make sure

traps lie in wait for the unwary newsreader. Never leave it to the reader to c
the copy through. A sudden rush before the bulletin could leave no time to
The acid test of good copy is whether someone else could read it out loud, havi
never beiore clapped eyes on it, and get through without tripping over their

Below are some examples of hastily written copy which were actually submi

to be read on air:

HEALTH OFFICERS THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY ARE BEING PUT ON THE

ALERT FOR TYPYOID CASES ... AFTER SIX PEOPLE RETURNING FROiil A

GREEK HOLIDAY WERE FOUND TO HAVE THE DISEASE TAKES TWENTY OJT
DAYS TO INCUBATE AND IT'S THOUGHT MORE CASES COULD DEVELOP N
THE NEXT FEW DAYS.

TWO SECURITY GUARDS ARE RECOVERING AFTER THEY WERE S

OUTSIDE A CONCERT IN BIRMINGHAM BY THE AMERICAN RAP ST

KANYE WEST. SHOTS WERE FIRED AFTER A GROUP TRIED TO GET INSIDE
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THE N,E,C, ARENAWITHOUT TICKETS, POLICE HAVE ARRESTED A MAN AND
AWOMAN.

Apart from the spelling mistakes, these stories may look feasible at first glance.
Only when they are read through do the problems become obvious.

Even the most innocent words and phrases can sometimes conspire to trap you.
Find another way of saying it before you go on air:

'Avon's ambulamencement... Avon's ambulaments .. . Avon's ambulen... Avon's
ambewlamence . . . (Pause. Deep breath) The ambulancemen of Avon . . .'

-BRITISHTV

rmbiguity

Ambiguity offers the audience a rich source of humour at the newsreader's expense.

Howlers can range from the simple snigger:

'Orchestra musicians at the Royal Opera House are threatening to strike next week,

tf the management turn down a l0 per cent no-strings pay rise.'

i

i to the cringingly embarrassing:

I

t ...thebatsman'sHolding...thebowler'sWilley...'
l

I Uere are some other examples which might have been caught in time if the writer
I had troubled to read them through:
I

] Teams of traditional dancers from various parts of Kenya exposed themselves to

I world scouts delegates in a grand performance.'

I About 50 stuclents broke into the college, smashing glass and chanting, "No cuts, no

] curs". A porter had his hand injured. . .'

1 During eviclence PC JohnWilkinson said that John Depledge had given him a violent

] btow ti the testicles. They bothfell to the ground. . .'
I
I
I
I
IxIIIIn
IIInInIxIII
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'He puts,bi{blun6,Loaded qu.estigns wilh the a,ir al ,a prosecuting counsel at a murder
trial. As he swings back toface the camera. metaphorically blowing on his knuckles.

one dete:ets the muffied clistirbtance,qs,liis shaken victim i$,led away.t'
,SIR ROB-IN D-AY -THRO$QH,TTpEYES OFA CRITIC

'It's matte$ous! Ihave the oppbrtuiity'to'be impertineryt to peopl€ I'd nev?r nonnally
meet and I can say what woulcl be consiclerecl rude things and they have to onswer
It's a p;ssili6n o{ great re;ponsibility::and I'm privikged to do it,'

- RICHARD BEST I C. PA RLIA MENTARY CORRESPONDENT

j

t

Every scrap of information that reaches the airwaves stems from an interview of
some sort - a chat atabar to get some background, an informal phone call to clear
up some details, or a recording for transmission.

Broadcasting's great appeal is that the audience can hear the facts straight from
the horse's mouth. The speaker's own words lend greater authority to a report than
any number of quotes in next day's newspaper. Listeners can follow events as they
happen - live.

nterviewer's skill

Interviewers are brokers of information. Their skill lies in matching the goods on

.rffer with the needs of their customers. Their art is to tease out the story in the

teller's own words, while making sure every word will be clearly understood by
the audience.

Listeners can then make up their own minds about whether to believe what is
being said. The function of exposing the viewpoints of the powerful and influential
to public debate and criticism is one of the major planks in the argument that a free
:ews media is essential to democracy.
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Figure 9.1 The art of the interview . . . keeping eye contact, and a straight facet (Courtesr

Jackie)

To the best of their ability, reporters must lay
of view and prejudices. Reporters are watchdogs
them that their loyalties must lie.

aside their own interests,
for their audience, and it is

Reporters' skills, their knowledge of the subject, and their access to
interviewee give them the means and the responsibility to ask the sort of '
but . . .'questions their audience would love to ask in their place. The
is the bridge between the layperson and the expert, the person in the streel
the official, and a good interview will often test the validity of an argument
exploring its points of tension or controversy.

Different types of inierview

The BBC tells its trainees that there are three basic types of interview:

1 The hard exposure interview which investigates a subject.

2 The informational interview which puts the audience in the picture.

3 The emotional interview which aims to reveal an interviewee's state of minrl
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These three paint a broad picture of the art of the interview, which we can develop
further into 12 different types, all with special functions:

o Hard news
o Interpretative
o Entertainment
o Information
. Vox pop and multiple
o Actuality only
o Investigation
o Personal
o Telephone or remote
o Adversarial
o Emotional
o Grabbed

I soster slory?

The following extraordinary interview is something of a classic. It was broadcast
on the British network news service IRN (Independent Radio News) during a long
and bitter strike. The man facing the microphone was militant miner's leaderArthur
Scargill, a Yorkshireman not known for his gentle touch with interviewers, or for
giving any ground in an argument. But this reporter thought he could take him
on and beat him at his own game - live on peak-time radio. Decide for yourself
whether he succeeded and whether the result made good or bad radio.

The first major stumbling block came near the beginning when the interviewer
asked the militant miner's leader to admit defeat:

'Five weeks into the dispute the membership . . . is still divided over whether to follow
your call. Would you concede that the strike is a bitter one and that like never before
miner is pitched against miner?'

Which prompted the swift response:

Scargill:'. . . now I'm not goin g to correct )'ou again, I hope . . . If people misinterpret
what w-e're doing the way you're doing, then clearly it's little wonder the British
people don't know the facts. . . ' (He then proceeded to reiterate a point he had made
earlier.)
Interviewer: 'We'll deal with those points later . . .'
Scargill: 'No, I'm sony, you'll not . . .'
Interviewer: 'Mr Scargill, could you please enswer my que,stion . . .'
Scargill: 'No, I'm son1, you'll not deal with those points later in the programme,

t'ou'll either listen to what I've got to say or not at all . . .'
Interviewer: 'We'll come to those in a minute . . .'
Scargill: 'No, I'm sorr), you can either listen to the answers that I'm giving, or
alternatively, you can shut up . . .'
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Interviewer: 'We'll come to those figures loter, Mr Scargill . . .'
Scargillr 'No, I'm sorrr-, one thing you're going to learn i,s that on an interviet, .-
this kind, you're going to listen clearly to the things that I want to talk about. . . ' ( r: ,

banter continued for some time, until)
Scargill: 'Now are you going to listen?'
Interviewer:'No,canyouplease...'(buthisvoiceisdrownedoutbythatofhisgue::
Scargill: 'Then as far as I'm concerned we might as well pack up this interviett .

Now it's obvious you're not going to listen, and if you're not going to listen, latl, rj:-;,
there's no point in me talking to you is there, eh?'(They debated this moot poinr - _ :
a time, until)
Interviewer: (Exasperated) 'Mr scargill, Mr scargill, can you please allS1o€t. t .:
question?'
Scargillr 'Now are you going to listen to my answers or not?'
Interviewer: 'If you listen, if you listen to my questions and give answers to them, i: .

as simple as that!'
Scargill; 'Quite frankll', either you're going to listen to my cmswers or not. Anij -

you're not, then you're going to obviously make yourself look a complete fool . . .'
Interviewer: (Pleadingly) 'Then why don't you give answers to the questions I --
giving, Mr Scargill ...?'
Scargill: 'You're either going to let me answer the questions in my way, or if t.,. ",

want, write the answers that you want on a board and tell people that !ot!. 1qafit t1i:
to answer those questions your way . . .'
Interviewer: (Gathering about himself his last shreds of composure) ,can you cor,:=
to the point then, and answer the question?'
Scargill; (Unrelenting) 'I can come to any point I v,ant providing you'll shut up a,::
let me answer, but if you won't shut up, then I can't . . . If you clon't, then this inten ie :

is going to go on in this silly way as a result of your itesponsible attitude.,
Interviewer: (Abandonedly) 'Let's move on to something else . . . (Sigh),

But that proved to be a vain hope, and, although the question had long since L,;:u
forgotten, by the audience at least, interviewer and interviewee continued the sr:e
exasperating sparring match for some time, with Mr Scargill repeating the s;:c
point again and again, and punctuating his interviewee's unwelcome intem.rpti _,inr

with observations that his would-be interrogator was:

Speaking as a representative of the Coal Board or the Government.
Trying to make himself abudding Robin Day (a veteran BBC interviewer), u,LL:rr
he followed through with stern rejoinder: '. . . weil, tha's not doing it t4,i' t,:,{
lad!'
That his interviewer was an ignorant man who ought to have more sense.
And that he ought to get out of the chair and let someone else sit there who cc.,,;
do the job.

Were his remarks justified? Judge for yourself. Full marks for persistence on -:-o
part of the interviewer, but perhaps that persistence could have been better p1a;rr
in seeking answers to questions designed to elicit information rather than to inr c,i.r
the other man's wrath. In the end it was a victory on points for Mr Scargill, but .-:,"

a
a

a
a
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which was unlikely to popularize either him or his cause or do much to enhance

the reputation of live broadcasting.
Strangely though; however disastrous it may have sounded, it did make

compellingradio...

-=ws

The hard news intentiew is usually short, to the point, and to illustrate a bulletin
or news item. It deals only with important facts, or comment and reaction to those

facts.
Let's set up a scenario to see how this and other types of interview apply:
A cruise liner is in trouble 80 miles out to sea with a fire apparently out

of control in the engine room. You have the coastguard on the phone and
he is prepared to be interviewed. Once the name of the ship, the number on
board, her destination, her point of departure and the name of her owners are
established for the cue material, the questions to the coastguard would be:

. How bad is the fire?

. How did it stan?

. How can the fire be prevented from spreading?

. How safe are the passengers?
o What about the crau?
o Are they likely to have to abandon ship?
o What steps are being taken to rescue them? etc.

The answer that will illustrate the news will be the strongest to emerge from these

key questions. Important facts and background will be given in the cue, while more
detail and explanation will go into the programme-length interview of between 2

and 3 minutes.
There is no reason to settle for interviewing the coastguard if there is a chance

of raising the crew of the ship by radio telephone. A first-hand account from the
people at the centre of a story is always preferable, though here the crew would
almost certainly be too busy fighting the fire to talk.

:- )nol

The informational intervlew is similar to the hard news interview, but need not
be restricted to major stories. An informational interview can be about an event -
something that is happening or about to happen.

It can also provide background, Returning to the cruise liner story. an interview
could be set up with the station's shipping correspondent, who would probably be

a freelance with specialist knowledge. He or she would be asked about the whole
issue of accidents at sea, with questions such as:

o What is the normal procedure for abandoning ship?
. How safe is this?
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sri::1*'

Figure 9.2 A 'PTC', (piece to camera) - look straight into the lens top connect with the audie

hime. (Courtesy: Stephanie John, Len Ramirez, Bob Horn CBS 5 San Francisco)

o How long before the passengers could be picked up?

o would they suffer from exposure in these weather conditions?

Broadening to:

o Just how safe is travelling by sea these days?

o How does it compare with air travel? etc.

Informational interviews go beyond the main point to seek an explanation of

hows andwhys of the story. As such they tend to produce better extended fean

than short bulletin items.

lnvestigotive

The investigative intervian aims to get behind the facts to discover what

caused events and sometimes what could be done to prevent a recurence'

This kind of interview canrun andrun andoftenforms thebasis of adocumenre

Assuming with the above story you discover there has been a fecent spate

accidents involving cruise liners, and this is the second vessel belonging to u

shipping line to have caught fire within 3 months; then your next step would be

raise this with the owners.
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With investigative interviews it is only sensible not to put your prey to flight
by scaring them off with your first question, so the interview would be conducted
something like this:

o How did the fire break out?
. How quickly was it discovered?
o Why wasn't the crew able to control it?
o When was the ship last checked for safety?
. What problems were discovered then?
o How would you describe your safety record?
o This is your second liner to have caught fire in 3 months . . . how do you account

for that?

At this stage it is likely the interview will rapidly move from being investigative
into the category below.

: . ersorid

\o one likes to be cross-examined or have their motives questioned, so frequently
rhe adversarial interview turns into a war of words between the two parties as the

:.nterviewer tries to get the other to admit to things that he or she really does not
'*.ant to say. Our disaster at sea interview might continue:

. Some people might see two fi,res in three months as negligence on your part.
How would you answer that?

o Would you agree that your safeQ standards need looking into?
o What plans do you have for improving those safety standards? etc.

I Jeremy Paxman: 'Did you threaten to o,'errule him?'

I Home"Secretary Michael Howard: 'I was not entitled to instruct DerekLewis ancl I

I aia "u instrucihim. And the truth of it is . . .;

J Pa*ran' 'Did you threaten to overrule him?'

I Howard: 'Ancl the truth of the matter is Mr Marriot was not suspended. t did not . . .'
] Paxman: 'Did you threaten to overrule him?'

] Howard: 'l dii not overrule Derek Lewis.'

] Paxman: 'Did you threaten to oyerrule him?'
J Howard: 'l took advice on what I could and could not do ...'
l

] Pa^man: 'Did you threaten to overrule him. Mr Howard?'
l

I ana so it conrinued. with Paxman fixing the Home Secretary with the same question

some l4 times. he later admitted. because his producer said the next item was not

] ready.

The Home Secretary later reflected: 'It's not uncommon for a politician not to
answer a question directly. It's pretry uncommon for them to be asked the same

question.
_NEWSNICHT, BBC2, I997
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And if it turned out that the crew had been unable to control the fire because the',

had set sail five hands down owing to a severe outbreak of flu back in port, th;
right and proper questions to ask would be:

o Wh!was the ship permittedto sailwithtoofew crew to dealwith an emergenc.,'
. Somewouldsaythisactionputyourshipandyourpassengers'livesinjeoparri',

How would you answer that?
o What disciplinary action doyou plan to take against the captainwho authori:e :

the sailing? etc.

But beware ... The adversarial approach should never be seen to be a head-i:.
clash between the interviewer and the interviewee. The reporter is representing r"
audience or speaking up on behalfofpublic opinion. Even the question above abou:

risking the safety of passengers and ship begins: 'Some would say ...'(althoug:
expect the retort 'Who? Who would say . . .?')

A verbal assault on an interviewee might result in allegations of victimizatir',:
and bias (see the interview with Arthur Scargill earlier in this chapter). And if th-i
happens it could shift public sympathy away from the reporter and towards tl,:
'victim'.

Adversarial interviews run the greatest risk of a libel suit. This is where ;r

person who has had something damaging said about them seeks compensatiom
in the courts. As a journalist, opening your mouth before thinking could prort
to be your costliest mistake.

By nature, the adversarial interview attempts to undermine or disprove an arg--
ment by direct and public confrontation. The atmosphere may get heated, but rr
professional should always resist getting hot under the collar. In the heat of t:rr
moment it is too easy to say something disparaging or harmful to an intervieu'*

The adversarial approach comes and goes with fashion, but should onlr :r
used where appropriate. There is really no excuse for cross-examining a welf":t
organization about plans for a new orphanage, unless the proposal really d.-,*

smack of corruption.

'Never trust a snziling reportbr'

- ED KOCH (105th MAYOR OF NEW YORK

lnferpretative

There are two prongs to the interpretative interview: the first is tl'rc reactiol? sto:,

a response either for or against what has happened; the second is an explana:'
of events.

Both approaches offer a perspective on what has taken place, and put the et:
into context. By bringing an issue into the light it is possible to examine it n:
closely.
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Figure 9.3 Maintaining eye contact and microphone distance during a location interview. (Courtesy:
1 07.8 Radio Jackie)

Reaction is frequently stronger and more effective when it comes from someone
rvho is personally involved.

Analysis, explanation or interpretation comesbest from an expert eye far enough
arvay from the story to remain objective.

Our shipping corespondent in the example above fits that bill exactly. He or she
could ask:

. How will this accident afrect public confi,dence in sea tayel?
o Do the safeQ laws need tightening up? If so, how?
. What provision is there in maritime law for setting sail without an adequate or

healthy crew?
t What cover does travel insurance offer passengers?

The personal interview might be a short interview with a celebrity about their
-r'ourite subject - themselves, or a longer, more inquisitive and intentionally
:evealing personality profile. Among the best of this breed was BBC Radio 4's 1lz

:ite Psychiatrist's Chair. ProfessorAnthony Clare (who was a psychiatris| talked to
''i ell-known people from different walks of life, and attempted to get beneath their
:iins to find out not what they did, but why they did it, what drove and motivated

I

\N
\
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